In this paper, we study diagonally implicit Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods (DIRKN methods) for use on parallel computers. These methods are obtained by diagonally implicit iteration of fully implicit Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods (correcter methods). The number of iterations is chosen such that the method has the same order of accuracy as the correcter, and the iteration parameters serve to make the method at least A-stable. Since a large number of the stages can be computed in parallel, the methods are very efficient on parallel computers. We derive a number of A-stable, strongly A-stable and L-stable DIRKN methods of order p with s* (p) sequential, singly diagonal-implicit stages where s* (p) = [(p + 1)/2] or s* (p) = [(p + 1 )/2] + 1, [.] denoting the integer part function.
Introduction
Consider the initial-value problem for systems of special second-order, ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of dimension d (1.1)
y"(t) =f(y(t)), y(to)
=
One possibility for solving such problems is the use of singly diagonal-implicit Runge--Kutta-Nystr6m methods (SDIRKN methods). Compared with linear mul-
tistep methods (LM methods), SDIRKN methods have the disadvantage of requiring the solution of a sequence of implicit systems of dimension d per step, whereas LM methods require the solution of only one such system per step. On the other hand, a number of SDIRKN methods available in the literature possess excellent stability properties (of. [17] ), which are much better than those of the LM methods derived from the backward differentiation methods for first-order ODEs. In spite of that, LM methods are still more popular than SDIRKN methods, because of their lower costs on a sequential computer. However, on parallel computers, this situation may change. In this paper, we shall construct DIRKN methods tuned to parallel computers, such that each processor has to compute relatively few stages sequentially. We require that on each processor, these stages are singly diagonalimplicit, so that effectively the sequential costs of the parallel DIRKN method (PDIRKN method) are equal to those of an SDIRKN method. In fact, these methods are based on afixed number of iterations of k-stage indirect RKN methods of Radau IIA and Gauss-Legendre type (methods of indirect type are understood to be methods that are derived by applying an RK method for first-order ODEs to the first-order form of (1.1)). Furthermore, the iteration parameters are chosen such that A-stability is obtained as soon as the order of the corrector is reached. The resuiting methods require k = [(p + 1)/2] processors, wherep denotes the order and
[.] denotes the integer part function. We present a number of A-stable, strongly A- [10] and to the appendix of [14] ). Furthermore, we also listed a few indirect parallel DIRKN methods derived from parallel DIRK methods. Both the sequential and parallel methods are (effectively) singly diagonal-implicit, so that the number of sequential stages s* refers to the number of singly diagonal-implicit stages to be computed on each of the k processors.
By means of numerical experiments we will compare the performance of the methods constructed in this paper with that of a number of the methods listed in table 1.
Diagonal-implicit iteration
Our starting point is a fully implicit Runge-Kutta-NystrSm (RKN) method of the form is a nonsingular k-by-k matrix. This method will be referred to as the corrector method.
We employ a similar iteration technique as applied in [11] which automatically leads to DIRKN methods. Let Y~) denote the #th iterate to Yi, and define the transformed stage vector quantities Xi and XI ~')
These new variables are introduced in order to reduce round-off errors (cf. [8,p. 128] For each of these equations, we define the iteration process
X} #) -6,h2f(X} •) + xi) = h 2 auf(X~ "-l) + xj) -6d'(X} +'-D + xi) , (2.2a) \j=l
where i = 1,...,k; # = 1,...,m, the 6t are X~ ~ positive iteration parameters, and where the initial approximations are to be provided by means of a predictor formula.
In this paper, we shall try to determine the iteration parameters such that the method is A-stable, strongly A-stable or L-stable as soon as the order of the corrector is reached. As we will see in sections 3 and 4, this can be achieved for a number of correctors derived from classical collocation correctors for first-order equations (indirect collocation correctors, specified in the appendix of the institute report [14] ) using one-step predictor formulas of the form
where either 0 = 0 or 0 = 1. These formulas will be referred to as predictor formulas of type I and II, respectively. The type I predictor y~O) = xi = Yn + cih~ is the trivial "last step value" predictor, which does not introduce amplification of stiff error components and does not require any additional computational effort. The type II predictor y~O) = Yn + cihYn + 6ih2f(y~O)) is implicit and may be considered as a "backward Euler type" predictor. Its strong stability properties may have a stabilizing effect on the whole method (strong damping of stiff components). For example, in the case of Radau correctors, it is possible to achieve L-stability by using type II predictors (see section 4). However, the price to be paid is an additional system elk implicit equations, the computational costs of which may be computed as an additional iteration (notice that the predictor formula of type II can use the same LU decomposition as needed in the subsequent iterations). Both types of predictors are first-order accurate. Within the class of one-step predictors, it is possible to achieve second-order accuracy. For example, we may define the explicit predictor
However, such predictor formulas give rise to amplification of stiff components and is not suitable for our purposes. Since we preferred to stay within the class of one-step predictor-correcter methods, we did not investigate multistep predictors.
In [11] it was shown that the formulas for the step values defined in the correcter (2.1) can be presented in the form
body0>where ai and/~i are the components of the vectors a := bTA -l , 
where D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries/~i. However, in an actual implementation, we shall use the representation {(2.2), (2.3)} which avoids f-evaluations in the step point formula. Since the k systems that are to be solved in each iteration step of (2.2) can be solved inparallel and each has a dimension equal to that of the system of ODEs, the iteration process (2.2) is, on a k-processor computer, of the same computational complexity as an (m + 0)-stage SDIRKN method on a one-processor computer.
Thus, the method {(2.2), (2.3)} has only s* := m + 0 sequential, singly diagonal-implicit stages. 
Assuming that f has a bounded Lipschitz constant, it follows that XI ")-Xi [] It follows from (2.6) that there are three sources of local errors which together constitute the global error, i.e., the truncation error of the corrector (oforderp + 1) and the iteration errors corresponding to Y~+I and ~+l (of orders 2m + 2 and 2m + 1). In addition to these orders, the order constants also play a role. The magnitude of the order constant associated with the corrector is usually rather small. The order constants of the iteration errors decrease with m and are expected to be rather large for small values of m (see also table 3). As the value of m is relatively small, the iteration errors may easily dominate the global error, so that the order of the corrector is not always shown in actual computation. For example, if the iteration error corresponding to Yn+l dominates, then the effective orderp* is given by p* = 2m + 1 = 2[(,o + 1)/2] + 1. Likewise, if the iteration error corresponding to Yn+l dominates, thenp* = 2m = 2[(p + 1)/2]. However, if the integration stepsize h is sufficiently small, then the iteration errors should become negligible, so that the truncation error of the corrector method dominates, and the theoretical order of the corrector should be shown (see table 7 ).
Stability
The linear stability of the method {(2.2), (2.3)} is determined by applying it to the scalar test equation fl = Ay, where A runs through the eigenvalues of Of/ay, which are supposed to be negative. Delrming the matrix it can be shown (of. [11] ) that the following reeursions hold:
3) We shall call the matrix M(z) -Em(z) the stability matrix of the method and its spectral radius the stability function, i.e., the function: This theorem shows that for explicit predictors of type I (0 = 0), the behaviour of the stability function at infinity depends on D, so that we can exploit the matrix D by selecting methods with the smallest value RI(OO). It is interesting to note that we obtained strongly A-stable PDIRKN methods although the corrector is only A-stable (e.g., in the case of Gauss-Legendre correctors listed in table 3).
For implicit predictors of type II (0 = 1), the behaviour of the stability function at infinity is completely determined by the corrector, so that D cannot be used for selecting small values of Rm(er in the estimate (3.6). However, (3.6) indicates that the iteration error is also influenced by the magnitude of Iler Em(z)ll, Since 
eTE,,,(z) vanishes at infinity, we selected methods with a small value of I leTEm (z)II
in the whole interval (-oo, 0). Finally, we remark that the preceding discussion of the error un+t -Yn+l can also be given for the derivative error d~+ l -~+1, presumably leading to other matrices D. As a consequence, the PDIRKN methods using the D matrices indicated above aim at problems where our first interest is in an accurate computation of the solution y(t), rather thany'(t).
Survey of PDIRKN methods
In table 3, we list the main characteristics of the A-stable, strongly A-stable and L-stable PDIRKN methods we found by means of the approach described in the preceding sections. In this table, Emax denotes the maximum value of IleTEm(z) IIoo in the interval (-oo, 0) and Eoo denotes the value of IleTEm(oO)Iloo-The predictors are of the form (2.2b) with 0 = 0 (predictor I) and 0 = 1 (predictor II), and the correctors used are the indirect collocation-type RKN methods based on the Gauss-Legendre and Radau IIA RK methods for first-order equations. Specification of the parameters of the resulting methods can be found in the appendix to [14] .
Comparing the main characteristics of the methods listed in table 3 with those listed in table 1, we conclude that the computational costs per step of the lowerorder methods (order three or four) are comparable, but the higher-order methods in table 3 are much cheaper. On the other hand, the error constant Emax of the itera-tion error associated with Yn+l is relatively large. However, as we have shown in the discussion of theorem 2.1, the order in h of these iteration errors is also larger, which may compensate the large error constants. Hence, we may hope for improved efficiency for the new PDIRKN methods.
Numerical experiments
We shall numerically investigate the following aspects of the PDIRKN methods: (i) the stability, in particular, the damping of perturbations of the initial conditions, (ii) the effective order, in relation to the order of the generating corrector, (iii) the predictor, mutual comparison of the explicit and implicit predictor formula, and (iv) the efficiency, in comparison with available sequential SDIRKN methods from the literature.
All problems are taken from the literature and possess exact solutions in closed form. Initial (and boundary) conditions are taken from the exact solution. Most experiments are performed on a 14 digit computer. Only the results reported in table 7 are performed in double precision (28 digits). Furthermore, because of round-off errors, we cannot expect 14 digits or 28 digits accuracy. As a consequence, the tables of results do contain empty spots whenever the corresponding numerical result was in the neighbourhood of the accuracy-limits of the machine and therefore considered as unreliable.
STABILITY TEST
We first test the stability properties of the various PDIRKN methods by integrating a nonautonomous problem with varying stiffness:
The Jacobian matrix of the system has the eigenvalues -1 and -o~(t), so that the spectral radius, and therefore the stiffness, increases with t. We compared the numerical solution of(5.1) with the numerical solution obtained by perturbing the initial conditions, i.e., instead of the initial conditions y(0) and y'(0) we used the initial conditions y(0) + ee and 3/(0) + ee. Table 4 Values of the amplification factor Cn for problem (5.1) with T = 4000, n = 4000 T = 6000, n = 6000 for various Predictor-Corrector pairs. cn := Ilyn -y;ll/lly0 -y ll = Ily -y;lll for n = 4000 and n = 6000.
The methods are specified by the generating Predictor-Corrector pair where the predictor is indicated by its type. It turned out that C, is almost independent ofr for ~< 1 / 10. The results in table 4 demonstrate the strong damping of the initial perturbation by all PDIRKN methods. We remark that with respect to the scalar test equation (see also (3.6)), the estimate
shows that Cn depends on the stability behaviour of the PDIRKN method for a partitular value of z, and it is expected that for an A-stable PDIRKN method and a given problem with specified stepsize, Cn will decrease as n increases. This behaviour is demonstrated by the results listed in table 4. Another observation is that for this linear problem, the explicit predictors give a better damping than the implicit predictors. The damping effect turns out to be strongly problem-dependent as is shown by the following example:
y"(t) =-lO00(y(t)-cos(t))3-cos(t),
Applying the same test strategy as before, the results listed in table 5 show that the implicit and explicit predictors give rise to a similar damping effect for this problem. Moreover, the damping is much weaker when compared to the previous example.
EFFECTIVE ORDER AND EFFICIENCY OF THE EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT

PREDICTOR
In this section, we show that the effective order of the PDIRKN methods may exceed the order of the corrector. In addition, we compare the efficiency of the explicit and implicit predictor. In all experiments the accuracy is given by means of the number of minimal correct digits (NCD) defined by NCD(h) = -log(ll global Table 5 Values of the amplification factor C, for problem (5.1') with T = 1000, n = 10000 for various Predictor-Corrector pairs. Table 6 lists results for the linear Kramarz problem (see [13] ) with exact solution y(t) = (2cos(t),-COS(t)) T. These results show that for some higher-order methods (indicated in bold face), the measured effective order p* is greater thanp (see the discussion of theorem 2.1). In order to show that this ,,high. er-order behaviour" is caused by a dominance of the iteration error, we applied these "higher-order" PDIRKN methods again to the Kramarz problem (5.2), but now with very small stepsizes. Using a high-precision computer (28 digits), we obtained the results listed in table 7, showing that the corrector-order is more or less retained. Finally, we observe that usually the implicit predictor (type II) produces better results, in spite of the additional implicit stage. Therefore, in the following, we shall confine our considerations to the type II predictor.
EFFICIENCY TESTS
In this section, we compare the efficiency of the PDIRKN method with methods from the literature. We selected the following methods from table 1: Table 8 presents results for these sequential methods and for our PDIRKN methods when applied to the Kramarz problem (5.2). In most cases, the PDIRKN methods are by far the most accurate ones. Notice that the CS6 method does not show its order 6 in the high accuracy range. This is caused by an insufficient accuracy of the method parameters. As a consequence, the CS6 method may well be competitive with the sixth-order PDIRKN method.
Linear Kramarz problem
Linear Strehmel-Weiner problem
In [19] we find the following linear, stiffproblem: Unlike the Kramarz problem, this problem has slowly and rapidly oscillating solution components (nonstiff and stiff solution components) which are appearing with comparable weights. This implies a severe test for the PDIRKN methods because of the strong damping, and therefore inaccurate approximation, of the stiff solution components. In spite of that, they are generally superior to the sequential methods. Again, taking into account the inaccurate method parameters of CS6, we see from the results listed in table 9 that this method is competitive.
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Nonlinear Strehmel-Weiner problem
In [19] we also find a nonlinear, stiff problem:
with exact solution yl(t) = y2(t) = cos(4t) -cos(10t)/2. 
y~(t) = --4t2y2(t) + ~Y~I(t) + Y~2(t)
with the exact solution yl(t) = cos(t2),y2(t) --sin(t2). Results are presented in table 11 . Usually this type of equations has to be solved with stringent accuracy demands. From table 11 we conclude that the high-order PDIRKN methods are more efficient in the high accuracy range.
Semi-discrete partial differential equation
Consider the following initial-boundary-value problem (see [11] ): with Dincblet boundary conditions and exact solution u= (1 +2x-2x 2) cos(21rt). By using second-order symmetric spatial discretization on a uniform grid with mesh /ix = 1/20 we obtain a set of 19 ODEs. Table 12 shows that the PDIRKN methods are at least competitive and often more efficient than the sequential methods of the same order.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown that diagonally implicit iteration of fully implicit, pth-order RKN correctors leads to parallel DIRKN methods of orderp with relatively few sequential stages. For Radau IIA and Gauss-Legendre correctors, the iteration parameters are determined in such a way that the methods are A-stable, strongly A-stable or L-stable. Numerical experiments clearly demonstrate the superiority of the parallel methods over most of the sequential SDIRKN methods available in the literature.
